loan modification vs fha
In the last 3 or 4 years, a large number of homeowners have been wanting to complete a "loan
workout" with the current mortgage lender to lower the attention rate and improve the conditions
of their loan. Many loan providers have chosen not to accept any new terms, somewhat, let the
property go into foreclosure.
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Because lenders have an mind-boggling number of properties in foreclosures, they are starting to
accept personal loan modifications via their loss mitigation departments. The time will be ripe for
consumers (who own homes) to take action and request that their loans become modified
towards better phrases and a lower interest rate they are able to afford, if they have high interest
sub-prime loans or are vulnerable for foreclosure.
Since, the rate of foreclosures is raising, everyday, the federal government, congress as well as
the president have approved and also signed a new bill that will allow homeowners to take
advantage of a fresh "FHA - Hope for Property owners Program" designed to save more than
400, 000 homeowners through foreclosure. This program will go "live" on October 1st, 08.
The new FHA loan system will assist homeowners who are presently in foreclosure, close to
foreclosures or those who have high rate of interest mortgage loans like those named sub-prime
loans. The program is different than a loan modification in several ways.
The following is a bulleted structure of the deference's between completing a loan modification
and getting accepted to do a FHA -Hope for Homeowners program.
Loan Modification:
1 ) You can recast your current financial loan into different terms, with the expectation to benefit
from a lower interest rate, which is fixed rather than a variable rate interest rate.
2 . The costs of the loan modification are rolled within the "back-end" of the loan, that may
increase the amount of money you owe.
three. The loss mitigation department might choose to keep the amount (that you possess on your
loan) higher than your present home value. Or they might choose to lower that amount, some, but
not as much as it could be to make your new payment comfortable in the long term. This could
mean that you may be in financial jeopardy, in the future.
4. It has been proven, what cause your current lender to be interested in keeping your current
loan on their books will be the servicing rights. They make cash servicing your loan on the term of
the amortization plan. The problem is that many lenders have got filed for bankruptcy or simply
got out of the business (due to poor credits markets) and the servicing rights are already sold to
other investors. This specific often causes a strain, since; the servicer does not actually have your
loan documents at their facility, so they depend on others to get your original loan information to

them for evaluation. This process can cause the loan modification workout to be slow, in many
cases. Timing is very important, since, homeowners are not knowledgeable in the process and
they also often wait to overdue to get the loan modification process began. It is important to
communicate with your current loan company and get the loan modification procedure stated,
months before your property goes to foreclosure sale.
a few. If your request for a loan change is rejected, you may want to try it out again in a few
months, since; some lenders don't document the loan modification attempt an individual made.
They are often motivated simply by changes in the housing market and their intent changes as
more and more loans go into default. It does not hurt to use again. It is smart to utilize a loan
modification specialist, a seasoned loan officer or an attorney that specializes in real estate,
mortgage lending and loan modifications. They discover how to speak to loss mitigation
department, personnel and can get a common idea of the mood as well as trends of your lenders
reduction mitigation department.
6. Numerous loan modification specialist work together along with attorney firms to get the
reduction mitigation departments to act in a timely manner. Those same attorney firms work with
the loan modification specialist to make certain the original loan documents are generally not
fraud ridden. This is a good method, yet it can cost the particular homeowner additional money,
since both loan modification specialist and the law firm need to be paid for their solutions.
7. Homeowners are required to pay out the loan modification specialists and attorneys for the
services, supplied. Many homeowners think that the cost is going to be included in the new loan
sum, but this is not the case. Rationally, lenders are already losing money when they agree to
modify the financial loan terms and conditions for the homeowner, therefore , you can bet that
they will not agree to "package" the costs of accomplishing the loan modification into the fresh
loan. That cost is actually paid by the homeowner, right to the loan modification specialist and/or
the attorney. The cost ranges between $995. 00 and also $, 5000. 00; being an average. Many
loan modification professional, senior loan officers as well as attorney firms can work out a
payment plan, yet, many require at least 1/2 advance before they start the loan workout.
Understand, there is absolutely no guarantee that your loan modification or perhaps loan workout
will be recognized. You will still have to pay your rendering your agreed amount. A lot of loan
modifications and workouts are accepted. So , it's a good bet, since, most people tend not to want
to loose their homes to foreclosure.
8. Reduction mitigation representatives, (most often) do not require you to pay for a brand new
appraisal. Instead, they have your representative provide census the path data, a BPO (broker
price opinion) or a list of valuation from subject company market sales data. 9. If you are in
foreclosure and costs have been received from posting your property foreclosure sales data,
attorney charges, title costs or additional costs; you could be liable for all those costs, if our
existing lender requires it (as a requirement to the financial loan modification).
10. Loss mitigation departments may choose to approve you for a new loan which can be
(another adjustable or tiered -fixed loan). Be careful. Do your research or "talk-it-over" with your
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FHA- Hope for Homeowners System:
1 . The federal real estate administration (FHA) has necessary that all homeowners who turn out
to be approved for this program accept a 30 year repaired rate program. No other loan types will
be accepted. You can only qualify for this program.
2 . not FHA will loan up to 90% of the current associated with your property. This means that if
you obtained your property for a higher final cost and currently have a loan quantity higher than
what the value of the property is presently, you can become approved to do a loan amount at
90% of what their current house is worth.
3. If you have more than a 1st believe in deed lien (subordinate liens) on your property and your
house value has severely, reduced; your current lenders may take the loss when you get
approved underneath the "Hope for Homeowners Program". Usually, the subordinate lenders
loose, unless they buy the primary lien. Most tend not to purchase the 1st trust deed lien. So , the
subordinate lender takes a loose on the investment.
4. FHA's target is to keep as many homeowners in their homes. They realize that it would be
better to do a personal loan for a homeowner rather than have that property go into property
foreclosure, be place into the retail real estate marketplace, causing another degrading of the
housing market.
five. The FHA underwriting recommendations are currently more liberal as compared to any other
loan guidelines in the modern market. FHA is more forgiving in their approach to mortgage
lending.
6. The FHA underwriting guidelines have not been revealed. As October, 1st, '08 approaches,
lenders, processors and also underwriters will have a more very clear idea as to what is required
to get yourself a loan approval.
7. Property owners will (probably) be required to pay for a new FHA appraisal, as a condition for
loan approval and closing. Underwriting recommendations will determine if this is true. The
normal costs for an FHA evaluation is ranges, $300 - $450.
8. Income to be able to debt ratios will be determined and posted in the underwriting guidelines.
Consult your loan mod specialist or loan official.
9. The loan examining companies that service, sub-prime loans will (probably) be a little more
inclined to accept a loan customization, since they will want to transfer the particular lien to FHA,
rather than keep it on their books. They have taken huge losses and have an overwhelming
desire to get rid in case their current problems. Have patience with one of these lenders, since,
they do not keep your actual loan documents at their facilities. They will must request them. Many

reduction mitigation personnel are stressed and will want to make a perseverance as to your file,
fast. This is an advantage to you! Work closely with your loan official to get the items needed for
financial loan submission.
10. If you reside in a heavily populated location like Los Angeles, Orange State, San Francisco,
Seattle, Portland, Denver colorado, Miami, etc ., you will more than likely have a higher
percentage regarding success with a loss minimization department. This is because there are
more residences in foreclosure in centered housing areas.
11. Although we have not seen the particular FHA underwriter guidelines, (since they have not
been delivered to the underwriters) they will be found on or before October, 1st, 2008. We can
expect that the suggestions will probably focus on a person capacity to make the new housing
payment and not the persons credit worthiness. We call this "ability to pay"!
12. If you're, FHA -"Hope for Property owners Program" loan application is recognized by FHA;
your current loan provider will still have to accept the situation which FHA places on the loan. This
means that your current loan provider may to take a loss in equity by taking the FHA loan
acquistion, offered.
13. The good news is that your present lender (already) understands that they will take a loss in
equity, if the property goes into property foreclosure. If they don't accept the particular FHA
buyout, they may need to place your foreclosed property into the retail sales market. This means
that they may have to pay a Realtor up to 6% commission, wait for an property to be purchased,
incur additional holding cost, pay a gardener, electricity and water bills. All the while, these people
realize that the property will probably be reduced in value even more as additional foreclosure
properties come on to the marketplace. This is not a rosy situation for them, so , most will realize
that it will be better to sell the financial loan to FHA and take less of a financial loss.
fourteen. The main benefit to your present lender in accepting the terms of a FHA purchase is that
under the FHA suggestions, they can benefit from a portion regarding any equity gain inside the
property for up to 5 yrs, at the time FHA buys the loan. If the homeowner chooses to sell the
home within the 5 year period after the close of the new FHA financial loan; the lender can
participate in a share of any equity obtain. This single condition may cause many lenders to
accept the FHA loan buyout. Request your loan officer for information regarding lender
participation in a equity gains.
15. Several lenders are fully; "FHA approved lenders" and will need that your loan be recast
within the FHA loan division of your current lender. Consequently , ask your loan officer if your
current lender (note holder) is FHA licensed. This will save you time and headaches, since; many
loan authorities will try to do the loan on your behalf without determining in case your current
lender wants the newest FHA loan on their own ebooks. This may be a condition for an FHA loan
approval, by your current lender. If our current lender is already an accepted lender, they might as
well offer the loan to FHA, direct, correct?

16. Alternative party cost like, attorney charges, loss mitigation fees, foreclosures posting fees,
etc ., will be absorbed by your current lender under the FHA - Wish for Homeowners Program.
You will not incur these fees under the program. The lender will take this damage, too.
17. As part of the Property foreclosure Prevention Act of 2008, 1st time homebuyers must
purchase homes between 04, 2008 and July 2009. They can receive up to $7500 dollars in tax
loans from the federal government. This program have been established to speed up the actual
housing recovery by convincing people to purchase homes. Additionally , it will cause home
sellers to purchase homes, as well, since they are often "move up" buyers. This program is part of
the overall attempt to correct the bad housing market.
20. Credit Score vs . Your Capability to Make the Payment: These two factors will be outlined in
the underwriting guidelines. I would expect that this ability to pay will override the credit score
issue, given that, most people having problems making their housing payments, already, possess
degraded credit scores. Consult your loan officer for details.

